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• Training (on site or remote) – The EST provides up to 12 
days of consultant-led training per year, assists with training 
materials, and supports customers' training professionals.

• Advanced business intelligence – Easily generated and 
modified RCM reports make data-driven decision making 
simpler and smarter.

• Artiva HCx business intelligence – The EST assesses 
the Artiva HCx solution annually on site with an 
inspection checklist that includes adoption, utilization, 
and performance; the team identifies opportunities for 
improvement, outlines an implementation plan, and helps 
execute it.

• Telephony tuning/optimization – The team performs 
regular analyses of the Ontario Systems contact 
management system and offers recommendations for 
improvement.

• Custom elements/configurations – Product requests are 
quickly evaluated and either incorporated into the product 
road map or provided as custom product elements; the 
EST provides fixes for any custom element or configuration 
created by Ontario Systems or any third party.

Why Choose Enhanced Services
An Enhanced Services subscription takes cost savings, operational 
efficiency, and ROI to whole new levels. Advisors with deep 
knowledge of your business, your priorities, and the Artiva HCx 
roadmap will be on hand for service and support, continuously 
monitoring and proactively managing the engine powering your 
revenue cycle.

As the Artiva HCx or Artiva Magnify solution fades away as an IT 
concern, you can operate more efficiently and focus entirely on what 
matters to the future of your enterprise: more effective RCM and
robust revenue growth.

To learn more about our Enhanced Services offering and how it 
can help supercharge your Artiva HCx and Artiva Magnify solution’s 
performance and healthcare A/R, contact Ontario Systems today.

Business Challenge
The Artiva HCx and Artiva Magnify solutions offer healthcare 
providers and outsourcers a single-vendor environment, strategic 
analyses, and other high-value benefits. But it takes time for Artiva
administrators to become proficient on the platform, and many of 
our customers struggle to find and keep technical talent, keep their 
skills current, and juggle competing IT initiatives.

For these providers and outsourcers, the continual push to keep 
the Artiva HCx solution operational and optimized can overwhelm 
personnel and resources. As important fixes and improvements are 
neglected or overlooked, customers risk leaving significant revenue 
on the table.

Solution Overview
Customers that subscribe monthly to our Enhanced Services 
offering enjoy a premium-level partnership with Ontario Systems. 
Our EST is a dedicated team of IT professionals and product 
consultants who are fully invested in our customers’ operational 
readiness and business results.

Daily monitoring, assessing, and troubleshooting of the Artiva HCx 
and Artiva Magnify platforms are performed remotely by a system 
administrator, while consultants provide training, configuration,
enhancements, application tuning, upgrades, and reporting—as 
prioritized by the customer’s governance team and in coordination 
with a service delivery manager.

Beyond managing the Artiva solutions day to day and looking for 
ways to increase the value they deliver, our EST works closely with 
other internal staff members and with the customer to help build 
RCM strategies. The team also fast-tracks the customer’s requests 
and concerns to our internal product development teams.

• Single point of contact – Customers can turn to the EST 
for all product support and service needs.

• Day-to-day administration – In-house IT staff are free 
to focus their time and energies on high-priority business 
initiatives.

Our Enhanced Services Team (EST) makes Artiva HCx™ and Artiva Magnify™ light as air and more powerful at 
driving results. Our IT and product consultants manage Ontario Systems applications daily and assess them regularly, 
eliminating administration and staffing headaches. As the team works to identify problems and opportunities, they 
help ensure a smooth-running A/R operation and maximum ROI long term.
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